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Fire and Fervor
Vance

Havner

T H E R E is something lacking among Bible Christians today. If
you are aware of it, I need not describe it; if you are not
aware of it, you would not understand if I did describe it. I
have no fancy name for it. You may call it "the filling of the
Spirit," "full surrender," "consecration," "the victorious life,"
revival.
Unfortunately, too many of us have argued over the expressions without having the experience. Whatever it is, most of
us haven't it! Let us put it this way, that we need a new experience of the Lord in the hearts of His people.
Too much of our orthodoxy is correct and sound but, like
words without a tune, poetry without rhythm does not glow and
burn, it does not stir the wells of the heart, it has lost its hallelujah, it is too much like a catechism and not enough like a
camp meeting.
You may smile at our spiritual forebears, call them primitive; but they had a fervor and a fire that make us look like fireflies beside their flaming torches. One man with a glowing
experience of God is worth a library full of arguments.
We need a heart warming. It is one thing to talk about what
God did to John Wesley. It is another thing to have our own
hearts "strangely warmed." The early Christians did not need a
shot in the arm every Sunday to keep them going. They knew
Jesus and they upset the world and gave wicked rulers insomnia
and started something that jails couldn't lock up, fire couldn't
burn, water couldn't drown, swords couldn't kill . . .

EDITORIAL
A Tense World
UST ONE month ago the world stood
at the brink of war in the Near
JEast.
U. S. forces were being landed

on foreign soil to which certain commitments had been made. The small
countries of Lebanon and Jordan
were at the point of being overwhelmed by militant forces that
brought Iran and Iraq into the camp
of Colonel Nasser.
Again the world totters on the narrow ledge between a negotiated peace
and a third World War. The bony,
death-dealing grip of godless Communism is extending its hand out into the Pacific to continue its program
of world-wide domination. Any
conclusion at this point concerning
the off-shore islands of China could
only be speculative, but, realistically,
we must agree that the world as we
now know it, offers little hope for
peace and tranquility.
The iniquitous heart of man, enflamed by a being who is very real, a
personal devil, has resulted in a desperately sick world, so sick it is nigh
unto death. Here in America the
same demons that inflame the war
gods, break forth into the corruption
of political gangsterism, labor union
management, characterized by greed
and chicanery and a people whose
morals are fast becoming like those
in the days of Noah.
This tottering world will eventually collapse and all the people who are
"of this world" with it. It was said
of Abraham, "He looked for a city
which hath foundations, whose builder and maker is God." This world in
which we live is built upon the sand
and will not be able to survive the
coming storm of destruction and
judgment.
J. N. H.

Good Reading
Rev. Luke L. Keefer brings to this
issue a discussion on the theme, "Obtaining and Maintaining the Experience of Holiness." The deeper life
answers the heart cry of every honest
soul and holds the cure for carelessness in Christian living.
Although a selected article, "The
Sin of Misplaced Emphasis," provides good reading that will be of assistance in keeping a proper Christian balance in our thinking.
J. N. H.
(2)

"Ye Which are
Spiritual..."
those in the Christian
Church to whom certain responsiTbilities
are assigned. "A man overHERE ARE

taken in a fault," needs help. Such
help is to be given by a spiritual person. Not everyone can give the
necessary assistance. There is a way
of approaching a person in need that
makes a bad situation even worse.
Certain intrinsic qualities of Christian character constitute a person
who is spiritual.
Spiritual Christians are such that
are noted for: singleness of purpose,
"this one thing I do"; clarity of vision, "If thine eye be single . . ."; a
mind subjugated to the will of God,
"Let this mind be in you which was
also in Christ Jesus"; and purity of
heart, "Blessed are the pure in heart
. . . " These characteristics indicate
a life that has come to love the Lord
with body, soul and mind. A course
of life has been decided upon and the
"Christ-way" enters into all decisions
of life, be they minor or major.
To accomplish this necessitates the
empowerment of the Holy Spirit. The
term, "spiritual" simply implies that
herein is a life that walks not after
the flesh but after the Spirit.
Spiritual Christians are given to
the spirit and practice of worship.
Within the very center of a human
personality is a minute sanctuary.
Herein lies the center of communion
and fellowship with God. This is the
place to which the Psalmist refers
when he said, "While I was musing
the fire burned." Out of this inner
sanctuary comes the spirit of adoration and praise directed toward a
God of majesty and greatness. The
person who has learned the art of
worship as expressed from the soul,
revels in the constancy of divine fellowship, even amid the hum-drum
and regular routine of life.
It is to be regretted that so much
of worship is as frothy as the frivolous age in which we live. People
seem almost frightened amid the solitude of quietness. A blaring radio,
an intruding TV or the presence of
some loquacious person seems necessary to avoid loneliness. Public and
private worship are victimized by
this shallowness. Meaningful worship is that which originates in and
vitally affects the depths of the soul.
True worship has in it more poise
than noise.
Spiritual Christians are given to
activity. A burning inner consciousness of God's presence provides di-

vine locomotion. A spiritual Christian has nothing in common with
a lazy Christian. Material, everyday
work is lustered by the glamour of
doing it with a divine purpose. It is
said that Mrs. Billy Graham has this
'motto over the sink where she washes
dishes, "Divine services held here
three times daily."
Spirit-filled Christians constantly
fused by an inner divine presence are
the "trustworthies" of a spiritual
first-aid kit who go to the help of
someone victimized by Satan. They
go with the spirit that, save for the
Grace of God, they would be the victim.
Spiritual Christians are those who
practice faithful stewardship. They
observe proper use of their bodies,
devoted service with their talents
and abilities, and one of their chief
objects in earning and securing material gain is so they will have whereof to contribute to the Christian
Church.
We have the power to choose
whether we will be carnal, as such a
selfish, self-willed, self-seeking Christian, or one who is spiritual, one who
loves the Lord his God with all his
heart, with all his soul, with all his
mind, with all his strength, and his
neighbor as himself.
J. N. H.
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Obtaining and Maintaining
The Experience of Holiness
Luke L. Keefer
will of God for the
Tconfess
sinner is that he might repent and
and forsake his sins in order

Let us examine this truth in more important than the method of securdetail. Torrey said, "No man ever ing the same.
got this blessing who felt he could
When seeking for holiness a comto be born again. The redemptive get along without it." This illustrates plete consecration is involved (Rom.
will of God for the believer is that he very well that one's sense of the need 6:13-16, Rom. 12:1-2). This includes
might abhor his carnal condition of of holiness must become urgent above both things and our person. All that
heart and seek to be cleansed in order any other duty or desire in life. we have becomes His—money, home,
to be sanctified wholly. ( I John 1:9, Powerlessness, carnal moods, per- family, business, etc. The authority
sonality difficulties, spiritual discour- to retain and control must be given
I Thess. 4:3)
Each of these experiences is vitally agements, backslidings, self preser- to Christ completely, even to the
real in the life of the sanctified, and vation, fear of people and their opin- point of a desire never to ask them
are so of necessity, rather than by ions, selfishness, pride, anger, self- back again. As to our persons, here
mere option, if the believer's life pity, etc., heighten the hunger and is the crux. Each man is a being dishall be Christ-honoring and effec- absolute need for a pure heart. No rected by his own will. He is aware
tive. And doesn't reason tell us that wonder Paul said, "Who shall deliver of his individual being with all of its
if God expects sinners to repent and me from the body of this death?" talents, desires, plans, rights, future,
be saved or else perish, that He also However, he saw the deliverance in and importance relative to his enexpects believers to be sanctified and Christ (Rom. 8:2-4) and upholds it vironment, others, and God Himself.
Since God doesn't force salvation uptotally yielded to Him or else back- for believers (Rom. 6:6, Col. 2:11).
on
us and never takes from us the
slide, fighting against the light of
Owning our inner corruption and
power
of using our will to formulate
holiness?
confession of it must be specific
our lives, it becomes our sacred duty
rather
than
general.
Folks
have
For most people it seems to be
toward God to so fuse our will with
easier to sense the need of being sought and never obtained an exper- His will that we no longer determine
ience
of
holiness
simply
because
of
saved from their sins than it is to
our course in life. He, as supreme,
realize the need of being delivered not confessing the details of their must rule and control. This is yieldneed.
Perhaps
one
would
say
that
the
from the sin nature resident in the
ing to God to the point of abandon.
heart of the believer. It is with this process of being sanctified is one of This is crucifixion. This is death.
in view that we pursue the theme be- many parts, many cleansings, and Here the old man is destroyed (Gal.
fore >us. Sanctification it must be ob- total in final deliverance. Specifically 2:20).
served is a message specifically to be- dealing with everything the Spirit
Finality to all the foregoing steps
lievers. In the Old Testament holi- shows to us promises of great deand details is reached when the seekness was required of believing Israel liverance.
and in the New Testament the same
Then, too, there is the removing of er confidently claims the provision
is required of the believing Church.
every known hindrance. For some for his sanctification as demonstrated
For obtaining the experience of this will mean going to individuals to in the shed blood of Christ on the baholiness, the believer should realize ask their forgiveness for an injury sis of God's promises (Heb. 13:12,
three distinct facts about it. (1) which we caused in and because of, Titus 3:5). Some people struggle in
There is an awareness of an inner sin our carnal state. For others there an attempt to believe rather than
nature and moral deficiency after might be light to obey as a last point just believe. Well, just as confesconversion (Gal. 5:17, Rom. 7:14-23). of giving up to God. For others it sion and forsaking of our sins (our
(2) Following this discovery there is may be the "taking back" of rash part) moves God to forgive us (His
a conviction of the duty and privilege vows of unwillingness as stated part), so, in sanctification, the expoof being pure in heart (Heb. 12:14, sometime formerly in words like, "I sure of our carnal nature and surrenJas. 4:8, Heb. 13:12). (3) When the never will." Most people find that der of ourselves to God (our part)
first two are recognized, it follows embarrassment to pray in the pres- moves God to cleanse us and give to
that the experience is obtained only ence of others, or to pray out loud, or us the Holy Ghost (His part).
The faith that sanctifies and brings
by personally and prayerfully ap- to pray with an uplifted face hinders
proaching God for an instantaneous them. Others fear a demonstration the witness of the Spirit to us operates in the following way: (1) I need
cleansing of the heart from the sin
principle (Acts 2:38-39, Lk. 11:13). which they imagine might result to be sanctified. (I Thess. 4:3, Rom.
The more clearly these facts are real- from a contact with God. All these 8:5-8, Heb. 13:14) (2) God must do
ized the more quickly one receives the must be brushed aside by realizing it for me. (Rom. 7:24-25, Heb. 13:
experience of holiness. Ponder, pray,: that our soul's need is purity and that 12) (3) I appeal to Him stating my
pray, ponder, and the Holy Spirit only God can rescue us from our de- case in full. (Lk. 11:9-13) (4) I yield
will guide you into being sanctified spair, hence, self forgetfulness is a my life to Him. (Rom. 6:16, Rom.
must. The need must appear more 12:1-2) (5) Because of Christ He
wholly!
HE REDEMPTIVE
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(3)

hears my prayer. (Jn. 14:13-14, I
Jn. 5:15) (6) A heard prayer is an
answered prayer (I John 5:15) (7)
The Holy Ghost comes as God's witness that I am sanctified. (Heb. 10:
14,-15a, Acts 15: 8-9).
This faith makes one restful, joyful, and thankful to God. This faith
joins comradeship with the blessed
Holy Ghost and acts accordingly in
every phase of life. It takes His presence for granted and depends on His
power when attempting exploits for
God. This faith comprehends that
the motive of the heart is holy being
for God's glory and hence discovers
that self-centeredness is banished.
Praise God! This faith yearns to
know more of God and His will in
order to be more nearly perfect in the
attainments and performances of our
now holy desires!
Now just a word in closing concerning the maintaining of the experience of holiness. To think that living the sanctified life is an automatic
something is to be in gross error.
Saints must continually be alert to
the temptation of the devil lest we

fall as did the holy pair in the Garden. Regular, devoted, intercessory
prayer makes for God's anointing in
daily life. Depending on the word of
God as our food and defence, rather
than on blessings and glory, is vital
to continuous victory. And by busying ourselves in making Jesus known
to others we engage in the exercise
necessary to grow strong in the
Spirit.
A failure in the performance of
the motive of our heart does not
cause us to lose our sanctification.
Even a sin doesn't destroy our holiness. But in each case, a fault or a
sin itself, needs to be dealt with immediately according to I Jn. 2:1, or
else our hearts will become denied.
Humble and repentant acknowledgment of the same to God or man,
however the case may be, will insure
our continuous holiness. At the close
of a yielded life we shall share eternally with the sanctified.
"Keep yourselves in the love of
God." (Jude 21) Amen.
Millersburg, Pa.

The devil would like
you to be guilty of

realized that he could not destroy the
Church that was Christ's own body,
so he attempted his favorite ruse—
control by deception. He tried to deceive Peter and others into thinking
this wonderful salvation was only for
the Jews. After this bit of cunning
was exposed, he sought to beguile
Rev. William Whiteman
them into thinking that Jew and
Gentile were not one in the Gospel.
ATAN, the arch enemy of God
earth, he became the target of the He succeeded so well in this that even
and man, is the great deceiver subtilties of the devil. Knowing Peter withdrew from the Gentile be(Revelation 12:9). His greatest de- that the path Adam traveled would lievers. After this fallacy was
ceptions are wrought upon the chil- be the path of the whole human race, brought into the open, Satan saw to
dren of men concerning spiritual Satan tempted our federal head as it that "certain men crept in unarealities. He beguiles them into soon as he could. In this attempt, he wares." These evil teachers were
thinking they are accepted by God attacked Adam in his most vulnerable planted in the Church to teach "anwhen they are actually separated spot—his wife, Eve. She easily suc- other Gospel which is not another."
from Him by their sin. It is his aim cumbed to the wiles of the wicked These continual attempts to control
and delight into deluding people into one, and then her husband followed the early Church by deception were
believing that heaven is their home her into known and willful disobe- thwarted largely by the ministry of
as they merrily travel the broad way dience. By one act of deception, Sa- one man—the Apostle Paul.
that leads to destruction. He has tan captured the human race.
Though God has continually dedone this from the beginning and
After
Jesus
was
baptized
by
the
feated
him, Satan has not quit nor
shall continue on this course until Holy Spirit, he also was subjected to given up.
It seems that he is not
God finally casts him into the lake of the attacks and wiles of the devil. The easily discouraged.
In every age he
fire where he belongs.
temptations in the wilderness were is as busy as ever. Though his tacSatan began his evil work when he the beginnings of many attempts to tics change to meet each situation,
deceived one-third of the angels into cause the second Adam to sin. The his aim is still the same. He is still
believing he could place his throne Son of God defeated Satan in his seeking to alienate the living Church
higher in the heavens than the throne every attempt to deceive Him, and by from her Lord and Master: he still
of Almighty God. While he was cast virtue of His death and resurrection seeks to ruin her testimony on earth!
to the earth, they are reserved in is able to give eternal life to all who The modern deception has been aceverlasting chains under darkness come to God by Him.
complished by his skill in getting
un-to the judgment of the great day
After Jesus Christ founded the Christians to misplace the emphasis.
(Jude 6).
Church, it was soon bombarded by The following are a few of the misAs soon as man was created on the the evil one. However, Satan soon placed emphases that have been

The Sin of Misplaced Emphasis

S

a)
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thrust upon the living Church to
the delight of Satan and the shame of
believers.
1. Emphasizing the Earthly Church
Rather than the Eternal Christ.
Probably the first and foremost deception of our day is that of glorifying an earthly church rather than the
eternal Christ. While each Christian
should be proud of his local church,
he should not be deceived into believing that his church is the only one.
So many believe they are members of
the only Church that they cut themselves off from a larger fellowship
and ministry that God intends for
them to enjoy.
Instead of enjoying a ministry to
the world, the deceived man circumscribes his ministry to one locality.
He limits his usefulness and effectiveness in the great vineyard of the
Lord by serving a church rather than
Christ. Instead of sowing beside all
waters, he labors only in relation to
his own church. While he battles with
other Christians because they do not
see eye to eye with him on everything, the devil and the world laugh.
Our misplaced emphasis robs us of
the enlarged ministry we could have
as co-laborers with the eternal
Christ.
2. Emphasizing Human Personality
Rather than the Holy Spirit.
Another of the more pronounced
cases of misplaced emphasis is that
of emphasizing human personality
rather than the divine power of the
Holy Spirit. This is the sin of substituting self for the Holy Spirit in
one's ministry. We all know it is the
ministry of the Holy Spirit to convict
of sin, righteousness and judgment.
However, one would think this was
the work of man the way some attempt to smother others with their
personalities and theories. Far too
many people attend church because
of the pastor's personality: far too
many have gone forward or made a
profession of faith because of the
personality and reasoning of the pastor rather than the convicting power
of the Holy Ghost.
This popular sin of our day is attested to by the fact that too many
people have their faith and hope resting in a man rather than the living
Christ. Paul informed the Corinthian church that he ministered in
"weakness, and in fear, and in much
trembling" that their "faith should
not stand in the wisdom of men, but
in the power of God" (I Cor. 2:3-5).
When Satan can get the servants of
God to rely on themselves rather than *
the power of the Holy Spirit, his deception is in operation. We should
September 22, 1958

examine ourselves on this right now!
Jesus Christ needs less "personality
boys" and more Spirit filled and controlled men. This misplaced emphasis
is giving many a false hope.
3. Emphasizing
Attendance
and
Offering Rather Than Attainment
and Outpouring.
We are in danger when we emphasize attendance and offering rather
than attainment of the Holy Spirit
and the outpouring of God's Self upon our gatherings. Our definition of
a good meeting should be re-examined
to determine whether it is the same
as God's or not. Good attendance and
large offerings, while desirable, do
not necessarily mean a good meeting
or campaign. The devil would deceive
us into believing that was the goal of
our labors rather than the power and
presence of God in our midst.
The weakness of our present day
ministry is the fact that so often we
go meeting after meeting without the
manifested presence of God. We have
done this so long that Satan has us
convinced this is the normal thing.
Rather than expect the presence of
God working His wonders among us,
we have taken refuge in the fact that
many people are present and the offerings more than cover expenses.
Lulled into this deception, it is easy
for us to continue without the presence of God. More and more, we engage in means to increase the attendance not realizing that it is the power
and presence of God we really need.

This misplaced emphasis is destroying our true perspective of Christian
service.
4. Emphasizing
Program
Rather
Than Prayer.
In this deception, Satan's aim is to
deceive God's people into accepting a
substitute for the real thing. In this
matter of relying in man-made programs rather than prayer that moves
the hand of God, Satan is at his best.
I am not advocating the doing away
with all programs: I am saying that
when we put all our trust in our programs, we are taking what man can
produce rather than the mighty
workings of God. Our programs must
be made under the direction of the
Holy Spirit so that God can use them
as channels of blessing.
When we set up programs, and
limit God to them, we are tying the
hands of God when He desires to do
great things for us. Why is it so
many will attend the programs of man
and so few the prayer meetings?
Why is it people will scrub floors,
clean churches, give money and yet
not attend the regular prayer meetings of the church? You know the
answer to that as well as I do. This
is the day of mis-placed emphasis.
We put faith in our own plans but
cannot trust God by using the means
He has planned—prayer! This is a
misplaced emphasis that is holding
back the "showers of blessing."
Missionary Worker

DONIRAM JUDSON, after 40 yea,rs of service on the foreign mission field, walked down the street with a friend and passed a
Christian college. "Do you know what I would do with $1,000 if I
had it?" he asked his companion. "Yes, you would give it to foreign missions," was the answer. Fresh from the mission field where
he spent the best years of his life, Judson replied, "No, I would put it
in an institution like that," pointing to the Christian college. "Building Christian colleges and filling them with Christian students is raising the seed corn of the w o r l d , " he added.
The concept thar our schools are mission stations of the church
is new thinking for many people. Most people are challenged to
give when a foreign need is presented. When we are confronted
with a need closer home, the challenge seems to be lost. Why?
Do we think the soul of a man from Japan, Africa, or South America
is more precious in God's sight than our own young people? . . .
Missions and schools go together. They go hand in hand.
—Daniel Kauffman in Gospel Herald

(5)

bench." Near by stood a basket of
luscious, ripe apples, and it bore this
card, tied with a coarse string: "//
hungry, help yourself to a-plenty."
Not a soul was in sight. The man
Jochebed Makes a Man
ate and drank to his heart's content,
'and was greatly refreshed. Then,
Carl L. Howland
eager to find the benefactor, he followed an almost hidden path into the
T is SAID that of all young things
thicket, and soon came upon an old
born in the earth, the human infant
hut, in front of which sat an aged
is the most helpless. Besides this,
man with a kindly face.
Moses came under special handicaps.
"The blessings of the day to you,"
His people were in bitter bondage.
the old man said pleasantly to the
He was born under the very sentence
stranger.
of death, for Pharaoh had com"I have partaken of your blessmanded that all male children of
ings," returned the man. "Why so
Israel be killed at birth.
generous a spirit?"
But Jochebed was Moses' mother!
"There is water a-plenty," said the
That was his great good fortune. She
old man, "so why not share it with
saw that he was a "goodly" or "propweary travelers? This is a pleasant
er" (Hebrews) child—worth saving,
spot to rest, so I brought forth from
if you please—so she went about to
the attic an old bench for the weary
save him. "Not afraid of the king's
to rest upon. I have fruit —
commandment" or defying the king's
more than I can use—so I thought to
commandment, she laid her plans
share it, that hungry travelers might
boldly, dangerously. There would
be satisfied. I fill the basket every
come a time, she hoped, when he hater of the cigarette and the liquor morning, and I love the joy it gives
would do some planning, but this was and bad company. By precept and to others who come this way."
her time.
example she will see to it that he gets
The man on the road was Sam
So the ark was made and plastered the idea. She may say to the boy or Walter Foss, and this lesson in huwith slime and pitch and, with the ba- girl, "This is not only evil, but you man kindness caused him to write the
by inside, went into the swamp among are expected to do something about famous poem, "The House by the
the bulrushes. The guard was placed it for the saving of others."
Side of the Road."
and coached. The thing turned out
If our world is to survive the years
The Messenger
well. Could not have been better.
just ahead, there will be needed all
Someone will say, "He must cer- kinds of substantial citizens for
tainly have been under the Provi- every walk of life; and there will be
The Soul of a Child
dences of the Lord." Yes, yes, no a need for reformers, and above all
doubt. But perhaps you have noticed for Christians and Christian leaders. The soul of a child is the loveliest
that God works through means and, And alas, there will be criminals, and
flower
especially persons.
others not quite criminals but good
That grows in the garden of God,
In the first days of a child's life, for nothing in society. From your Its climb is from weakness to
the mother is nine-tenths of his en- home these are to come—the good
knowledge and power,
vironment. For all his first years, ones or the bad ones.
To the sky from the clay and the
she is one-half of his environment;
clod.
Why not believe in your child as
and she can be a vital force for long Jochebed did? Why not run some
years after that if she is worthy and risks and take some pains to make To beauty and sweetness it grows
under care,
if she will.
him good and even great as Jochebed
Neglected, 'tis ragged and wild.
From his birth, Jochebed believed did ? If you do so, some day someone
in this child. Given the amazing op- may arise and call you blessed, as 'Tis a plant that is tender, but
wondrously rare,
portunity—about the same as most they now call Jochebed blessed.
The
sweet,
wistful soul of a child.
other mothers have—she saved him
Why not?
from the trivial. She believed that
Whittier, California
Be tender, 0 gard'ner, and give it its
he could be something good. I think
share
that she told him so; that she
Of moisture, of warmth, and of
strengthened his mind for the knowllight,
By the Roadside
edge and the problems of the future;
And let it not lack for the painsthat she prepared him for the moral
taking care,
choices that were to be his. She
MAN was tramping along a dusty
To protect it from frost and from
marked him for Jehovah and for his
road far from a New England
blight.
destiny.
village. Alone and weary, he sought
A wise mother is interested in the friendly shade of a tree near the A glad day will come when its bloom
shall unfold,
negatives. She will keep from her roadside. There came to his view a
It will seem that an angel has
child rat poison and razor blades and crude sign, which read: "There is a
smiled,
sharp scissors, and she will keep him spring here; if athirst, drink to your
Reflecting a beauty and sweetness
out of the street. She will keep him desire."
untold
from the drivel and the false standA little farther down the thicket he
In the sensitive soul of a child.
ards of the comics, giving him some- saw a bench, on which was written
Christian Laymen's Tract League
thing better. She will make him a these words: "If weary, rest on this
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PREACHERS
"Touch Not Mine
Anointed"
OON after the launching of Methodism, A. D. 1739, a popular sensaS
tion to see and hear the Methodists,

about whom all had heard so many
paradoxical reports, swept England
like a tornado, thrilling the rabble
with curiosity.
One bright day Archibald Vickars,
a very humble lay preacher of Wesley's following, walks into Selma, an
old English country town of five
thousand inhabitants, takes his stand
on the milestone in the center of the
city and sings the grand old Methodist songs till, attracted by his stentorian voice, a great crowd, gaping
with curiosity, look him in the face.
Then he proceeds to preach the Gospel with the Holy Ghost sent down
from heaven.
John Hancock, Esquire, the great
man of the city officially and influentially, becomes very angry, rushes
into the crowd, orders him to hush,
repeats the unheeded order. Then,
laying hands on him, violently he
pulls the preacher down from the
mile-post, beating him with his club.
Of course the man of God journeyed
on to another field of labor.
At the same hour Mother Halam,
who had Lived more than ninety years,
now at the point of death, sends a
messenger calling Esquire Hancock
to her bedside; lifting up her feeble
voice she says, "They tell me you
pulled the Methodist preacher down
from the mile-post." "I did," said
Hancock, "and if he comes again I
will give him worse." She looks him
in the face with her dying eyes,
meanwhile, responsive to the spirit
of prophecy coming on her, she says,
"Yes, and God will pull you down."
Then her spirit flew to the bosom of
God.
Though the magistrate was the
great man of the community, prosperous in wealth, office and influence,
his money took wings and flew away;
his influence dying a natural death,
of course they took his office from
him. Years roll away, the decrepitude
of age finds him a miserable vagabond, begging from door to door, eating out of slop buckets about kitchens, clothing himself with thrown
away rags, and lodging in stables.
One morning he is found dead in a
cow stall. While they carry him, on*
a rattling bier to a pauper's grave,
passing by the milestone the remark
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is heard, "This man's trouble and
downfall began when he pulled the
Methodist down from the milestone."
The foregoing incident is as reported by Dr. Godbey in his commentary on First Peter.
God doesn't always do it just that
way. But it is still true that "The
eyes of the Lord are upon the righteous, and His ears are open to their
cry, but the face of the Lord is
against them that do evil." God
doesn't always "settle accounts in
October," but "though the mills of
the gods grind slowly they grind exceedingly small"; those accounts will
most certainly be settled. What a
terrible time it will be when such
men, who do not meet their record
here on earth, will have to "give
account to God for the deeds done,"
to His faithful servants while they
were together with them on earth!
C. R. H.

Bishops Irvin W. Musser, left, and Alvin
Winger have served in local and general
church leadership for. many years. Bro.
Musser was secretary of the Foreign Mission Board from 1919-1949. He served as
Bishop of the Donegal District, Lancaster
County, Pa., and in later years was pastor
of the Cross Roads Congregation.
Bro. Winger concluded 30 years on the
Ministerial and Examining Board at this
past General Conference. From 1924 to
1957 he served as Bishop of the Markham
District in Ontario, Canada.

Selvar the Seer Sez:
F Paul, the venerable Apostle, were
Ievery
here I am sure he would say to
young man, called to declare

the everlasting Gospel, what he said
to his "son Timothy," centuries ago.
And it would be entirely suitable.
Here is some of his advice stated in
the simplest English possible:
Now . . . my son, I am going to
give you orders . . . Fight the good
fight. Hold fast to your faith. Keep
your conscience clear. Some people
have stopped listening to their consciences, and their faith has been
wrecked.
We should aim to teach love, and a
pure heart, and a good conscience,
and a sincere faith, Some people

have stopped teaching these things
and have gone off after empty arguments. . . .
These are my instructions to you.
First, I urge you to pray earnestly
for all men. Plead with God for men,
and thank God when He helps them.
Pray for . . . all in authority. Pray
that He may give us peace and let us
live a quiet life, worshipping God,
and treating all men with respect.
Tell the men of our churches
everywhere that I want them to
pray. The hands they lift in prayer
must be holy.
Tell the women to dress in a fit
and proper manner. Tell them to use
good sense and taste. . . . Women who
profess to be good Christians should
be noticed, not for their clothes but
for their good deeds.
Train your soul to live for God. To
train your body is of some value. But
to train your soul to. live for God,
that is of value in every way. It
helps you in this life and the life
which is to come.
Be a good example for all who believe in Christ, in your speech and
acts, and in your love and faith, and
in your pure life.
Keep reading the Word of God. Be
very careful how you act and what
you teach.
Keep working hard at your job.
. . . in the sight of God and Christ
Jesus, and God's chosen angels, I
charge you to keep these rules, without showing favor to one person
above another.
Do not have a part in another
man's sin. Keep yourself pure. Aim
to live right. Aim to live for God.
Aim to have faith, and love, and patience.
Be a gentle man. Fight the good
fight of faith. Take hold of the life
that will last forever. To this good
life God called you when you confessed your faith before many witnesses.
I charge you also to be true before
Christ and before God who gives life
to all—be true to the commandments
which you have received. Keep them
without a spot and without reproach
until our Lord Jesus Christ appears.
0, (young man), guard what has
been put into your care. Keep far
away from empty talk and arguments that leave God out (the godless mixture of contradictory notions
—Phillips). Some people have called
this foolish talk "knowledge." But
those who have believed it have lost
their faith.
God bless you!
(Gleaned from I Timothy, Laubach's. Trans.)
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Three Dogs and a Boy
THE crowd of Africans and a few
TforOmissionaries
gathered on July 25
Friday evening prayers in the

dimly lit, shadowy school room at
Doro School Love Feast, the announcement of the lost child was a
shock indeed.
The missionaries, Sr. Anna Wolgemuth, Sr. Mabel Frey, Sr. Dorcas
Climenhaga and I gleaned the following story from the crowd after prayers:
The child, about 4 or 5 years old
according to description by hand (the
half-open hand is held out palm upward to indicate height) had been
sent alone the day before [Thursday],
from his home at Gumbalo, to Avoca
Store with three dogs which were to
be inoculated against rabies.
To the missionaries' anxious inquiries, the people replied—yes, the
family were searching. They had sent
the news to Doro, hoping that someone coming to Love Feast would have
seen the boy.
The missionaries were amazed that
such a tiny boy should be sent so long
a distance alone.

them and see the child lying in the
midst.
Fearing the boy was dead and
afraid to touch him because of the
police, the man was contemplating
the matter when the boy awoke. He
was not four years old, but nine, able
to tell his story and his home locality.
He had been afraid to go to a village,
had eaten no food since Thursday,
and apparently had slept on the veldt
at night, protected and warmed only
by the three dogs.
The man decided to give the boy
into the care of a European lady in
the town until the parents could be
contacted; but, try as he would, he
*
*
^
*
:K
could not approach the child because
We heard the rest of the story at of the dogs. It was only when the
the beginning of the following boy himself walked away from the
week from the child's father when dogs that the man could come near.
he stopped here at Wanezi. The
Very soon after the boy was found,
boy had been accompanied by an his father and the other man also araunt. After reaching the store and rived at Hippo Pools, and father and
seeing the inoculation completed, she son were reunited. In telling the
instructed him to go ahead with the story, the Christian father said he bedogs while she. stopped in the store. lieved the Lord had led them to the
The boy obediently did so.
area where he was found.
After a while the aunt came out of
the store and began her journey
home. Not seeing the boy, she concluded he must be just ahead and
The Buckwalters Return to
that she would find him at the village.
India
At home, however, neither the boy
nor the dogs were anywhere to be
"A full-time Bible-teaching ministry—
seen.
in English, Hindi, Santali"
On Saturday the child's father and
another man felt impressed to begin Greetings to you, our brothers and sisters
searching in a specific direction.
in the homeland:
Since arriving back in the land of our
Meanwhile, on Saturday, twentycalling, India, two months have already
five miles away at the small town of sped by. We came in the middle of a heat
Hippo Pools a man noticed three dogs wave, the worst that Bihar has suffered in
acting queerly, as if they were guard- forty years. In the southern part of the
ing something. The man approached, province there was much suffering. Many
of heat prostration. In the northern
his curiosity growing, but it was only died
sections, such as here in Saharsa and
by throwing stones into the pack of Purnea Districts, the thermometer soared
dogs that he was able to separate high, but the wells retained at least a bit
(8)

of water. In the Santal Parganas, south
of the Ganges River, it was reported that
about ninety per cent of the wells ran dry.
Everyone was most thankful when the monsoon broke. To date we have been having
the usual amount of rain.
. It is good to be back in India again.
We have been so very conscious of journeying mercies all along the way. The Lord's
hand has been very clear in guiding us.
Because of this, our hearts are full of
praise to Him Who doeth all things well!
Shortly before leaving the States we learned that ours was to be a full-time Bibleteaching ministry, at least for the present.
This is the burden which the Lord has
given us, and we praise Him for making
this work possible.
To insure mobility we have been placed
in Saharsa. An apartment in the big
bungalow has been made into suitable living quarters for a family. We are comfortably settled in, and enjoy having the
Hokes as neighbors on one side and Leora
Yoder and Esther Book as neighbors on
the other. Saharsa is strategically located
on the railway. From here we can reach
easily any part of our mission area. Moreover, one of the mission jeeps was assigned
to us. We can thus reach out into both the
church and unchurched areas around. We
go wherever we are called, and hold special
Bible classes. Our language demands are
greater now than before; for there is a call
for teaching in English, Hindi, and Santali
—all three! This calls for much prayer on
your part in our behalf, and a real sense
of responsibility on our part to do our best
to give the Gospel truths to hungry hearts
in their own tongue. To this we are committed! Will you promise your special
prayer support in this vital ministry of
teaching the Word?
The Calls are Coming!
The first two weeks of July we went to
Barjora to help in the work. We had three
Bible classes daily with the young people
there: two in Hindi and one in Santali.
The Barjora personnel have asked us to
spend September there also. Again we will
be helping with compound activities and
holding special Bible classes for both the
community and school. This is a challenge
and we shall appreciate your prayers for
this.
Anglo-Indian friends are also looking
forward to a week of Bible Study following
the rains. At this present writing we are
having a week of Bible Study nightly right
here in our home. This is for the Christian
community, but we have also had several
non-Christians join our group. In this current ;group, over fifteen men and women
plus a dozen eager youngsters have been
attending regularly. We are studying John
13 to 17 and find it very rich. One young
man has been coming regularly each morning to study the Word. It is such opportunities as these which seal to our hearts
this commission which the Lord has given
us.
After the rains we anticipate Santal village work. There are several Santal homes
in the Supaul area which have accepted
the Lord as their personal Savior. They
need teaching and grounding in the Word.
North of these villages, reaching right up
to the Nepal border, are many more Santal
villages—all filled with potential believers.
At present the roads are impassable because of rain and floods, but from November on they should again be open. Will
you take this prayer burden on your heart,
that this area will open and respond to the
Gospel even as the Purnea area is doing?
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reach fathers and mothers. This is at
present the largest single class in the
Sunday School. Attendance is close
to 90. We expect these parents to
bring in more children as our facilities expand.
The present membership is m'inistering in Bible Clubs, jail services,
rescue mission work, juvenile detention work, and radio broadcasting.
We solicit your continued prayers,
that in every endeavor the Holy
Spirit may give direction.
Paul E. Wingerd

Work Camping in India
Above: Rev. and Mrs. Allen Buckwaiter with their daughter who
recently returned to their field of
service as missionaries to India.

In Purnea District the Santal Christians
are winning their own people to the Lord.
There is a nucleus of fine, spiritual young
people who are helping their native pastor
and their missionaries to nurture the new
believers. We believe this is the Biblical
pattern. "Each one win one; each one
teach one" (apologies to Dr. Laubach!).
The Santal Christians have been taught
this slogan and they relish it. Moreover,
they are carrying it out, thank the Lord!
Electric Lights!
These days are busy days. The bungalow
has just been wired for electricity. In front
of the bungalow are several new, long poles
which will connect the mission compound
with the city power house. We anticipate
the use of electricity within two weeks. A
new day — fluorescent lights instead of
lanterns! We are hoping to have electric
lights with which to meet Mary Hoke and
Leora Yoder on their return from hill furlough. Esther Book went earlier and is
again busy—with thirty-three Hindu and
Moslem girls enrolled in the day school.
Missionary Children in Boarding School
Joanne has again become a boarding girl
at Woodstock. Little Judy Smith and the
Hoke and Pye children will also be boarding pupils. Two of the Paulus children are
in school in Darjeeling. We know you will
remember to pray especially for these children who are so far away from us. These
schools have a Christian administration
and emphasis and we praise God for this
provision for the education of our children.
It is hard to be separated from our children
for months on end; but this, too, we give
into the Lord's hands.
We commend ourselves to your prayerful interest, together with the entire mission family in India. Thank you for your
share in the happy memories of furlough
time.
Yours in His love,
Allen, Leoda, and Joanne
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My Christian Experience

Paul Boyer

Since I was called by my Saviour to
follow what He wanted me to do for Him
I found it good to me to be a servant of
God and I feel very well when I do His
will. I have great joy in my soul when I
give myself to Him.
Teaching is where I find myself working
for God, for I love young children very
much, in so much that I find myself trying
to teach the children more about God so
that when they become old they may also
win more souls for Christ. I want to be a
Christian teacher through all of my life,
and that is why I came for the Teacher
Training Course.
Here again in winning souls for Christ
and preaching for Him I have a great will
that is beyond my understanding, for I felt
this last year when I was appointed to igo
and preach at a certain place which is
called Elangeni. There was a lot of dust
so that you could hardly go on a bicycle,
but my surprise was this, that I found myself moving easily and I believe that was
God's power.
Amos Ndlovu, Teacher Training I

UDNAI" means "no milk" in Hindi.
Last December I lived for three
D
weeks in the small village of Dudnai,

^LV.

I^^f^pA

Albuquerque, New Mexico
A recent newspaper story verifies
the reports of a new housing development in the block where the Brethren
in Christ church stands. The 42
multiple dwelling units should bring
about 90 families to our back door.
Thanks to the fund made possible
by the Women's Missionary Prayer
Circle, work on the new addition to
the church is resuming. Wiring is being installed and will be followed by
sheet rock and finish work. The exterior work on the extension was
completed in the past spring.
The program is being geared to

near Calcutta. This village had been
selected as the site of a UNESCOsponsored voluntary work camp in
which 35 young people from 22 different countries participated. The
immediate objective of the camp was
to construct a road linking the village
with the main road, and the secondary objective was to promote "international understanding" among the
campers.
Twenty-five families call Dudnai
home. They are of a very low caste,
although not quite "untouchables." A
typical Dudnai man earns around 40
Rupees ($10.00) per month as afarm
laborer. He has a debt of Rs. 2-5 with
a money lender, on which he must
pay 150% annual interest. Females
are scarce in Dudnai which is the reason that the marriage contracts for
most girls are arranged at a very
young age—as early as 6, 7 and 8
sometimes.
In spite of grinding poverty, the
villagers seem to have considerable
esprit de corps and they are great
lovers of music. From their meager
resources they recently scraped together 80 Rupees to hire a music instructor for the village children. A
large banyan tree marks the center
of village life. Beneath it is a large
clearing, called "deva-stan" or "Place
of God," where community events are
held and religious holidays are celebrated.
It must have been somewhat unnerving for the citizens of this closely-knit village of Dudnai to watch 35
strangers descend like a plague of lo-
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custs on their village and begin furious digging operations. But they
bore it all with good grace. At the
opening ceremonies of the camp, presided over by the mayor of Calcutta,
a venerable village elder delivered a
welcoming address to which he had
obviously devoted much time and
thought. Eyes closed and head
proudly thrown back he began: "We
thank these great men who have descended from their Olympian heights
to our humble village and thus opened
up for us unlimited vistas of glorious
possibilities." He apparently felt
"Olympian heights" was a master
stroke, as he used the phrase several
times in the course of the speech.
While the impact of our little camp
on the ultimate course of Indian history is perhaps questionable I do recall the experience with pleasure, and
I particularly remember various of
my fellow campers who made a particular impression . . .
The young Hindu chap from Bombay, active in Nehru's Congress party
(in fact, he actually had once spoken
to the Great Man) who told me he
had never seen anyone eating eggs
before coming to this camp, his family being strict vegetarians.
The American who had spent several years in prison as a conscientious
objector during World War II who
had apparently at last found a spiritual home in India, where he and his
wife outdid the Indians in simplicity
of life and dress.
The young Calcutta boy remembered chiefly for his elaborate phrases and laborious circumlocutions. At
one point in a casual conversation he
overwhelmed me with the following
revelation: "Now that we are speaking more intimately, I will tell you
that when I was about five years of
age I had my tonsils removed by a
specialist in Calcutta. I will show
you later the scar which remains
from that operation. Since that time
when I speak too rapidly I have a
pain. Today I had that pain . . . "
Another of the volunteers was a
Sikh refugee from Pakistan. The
Sikhs are an old and proud Hindu reform sect. The Sikh women are said
to be the most beautiful in all of India, and the men are impressive with
their black beards and uncut hair
covered by a turban.
My roommate was a boy from
Kerala, the southern Indian state
where the Communists recently won
in a free election. Ironically, Kerala
is also a stronghold of an indigenous
Christian community which claims
connection with a missionary visit of
Saint Thomas himself. My Kerala
(10)

Some Facets of Our School Program in the Rhodesias
Left to Right, Top: Sister Beth Frey and the Lomalanda Women's Club, Mtshabezi.
The African women in the Club requested the name "Lomalanda" as it was one of
Bro. Walter O. Winger's best known African names. — Now completed, this new classroom block at Macha has been in use for some months. — Sister Eva Mae Melhorn
giving demonstration lesson to teachers in training at Mtshabezi. — Sister Ruth Hock
and the African Teaching Staff of the Girls' Primany School, Macha. — A special song
at an African retreat. — The new Teacher Training Block at Mtshabezi consists of
four classrooms and two offices.

friend expressed the opinion that the
reason for the Communist victory lay
primarily in the discontent of the rising educated class at their inability
to find work. As an example, he
mentioned that a recent opening for
four secretaries had drawn seventeen
thousand applications. He also enlightened me regarding a curious
South Indian custom. When giving
his name, a Keralan mentions first
his father's initial, the initial of his
family name and then his own first
name. Using this system, for example, my name would be C, B, Paul!

And so the work camp progressed.
Various lecturers came and went and
fragmentary remarks stick in my
mind even though the main outline is
l o s t : " . . . . four million cases of TB in
India . . . ", " . . . women in India
carry bricks on their heads all day
for 12 annas . . . ", " . . . work is
love made visible . . . "
Four days before Christmas the
camp closed and the 35 volunteers
began to wend their way back to the
22 countries from which they had
come, leaving Dudani once more in
its peaceful somnolence.
Evangelical
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CHURCH NEWS
BULLETIN-BITS
Anna .Eyster, daughter of the late Rev.
Jesse R. Eyster, writes: "A special word
to Church historians; Father's library contained a complete set of General Conference
Minutes, except 1916, 1920, 1921, 1922,
1951, 1953. Handbook of Missions, 1918 to
1956 except '19, '20, '25, '27, '31, '34, '39,
'46, '47, '48. If interested, address Miss
Eyster, 637 N. Third Ave., Upland, California.
John Schock, Sparta, Tenn. is conducting
a series of meetings at Sherman's Valley,
Pa., September 15-28.
Rev. Leroy Yoder writes: Sunday morning and evening, September 28th here at
Locust Grove Congregation, Pa., Rev. M. P.
Krikorian will serve as guest speaker. The
evening subject will be "Near East the Religious Geography of Our Faith."
A Northern Ohio Sunday School Convention was held September 21 at the Sippo
Brethren in Christ Church. C. W. Boyer,
Dayton, Ohio, and Judson Hill from Merrill,
Michigan were guest speakers.
Congratulations to Beulah Chapel Congregation, Kentucky, on a new parsonage.
Dedication services were held September
14 with Bro. Dale Ulery giving the dedicatory message.
Pete Willms, returned missionary from
Japan, is conducting a week's series of missionary evangelistic meetings at Chino,
California, Sept. 21-28.
Maytown, Pa.
May 11 and 18 were big events in the
lives of our Christ's Crusaders, for this was
the time of the Quiz on John for choosing
the team to go to General Conference in
Canada.
June 15, Father's Day, our Sunday school
was conducted by the sons. Rev. Fred
Frey brought our morning message in the
absence of our pastor, Bro. Thuma, who
was at Conference.
June 22, Bishop Henry Ginder worshiped
with us and gave us a very timely message.
June 19. We had our annual Sunday
School Outing, a time looked forward to by
the older ones as well as the children.
July 14 to 25 was the time for our Daily
Vacation Bible School. The weather was
nice with the exception of a few hot evenings. An adult class was one of our new
features, taught by Rev. Fred Frey.
Our Christ's Crusaders Committee have
worked hard and their efforts are not
fruitless. Very interesting and inspiring
programs. One especially was July 6
when John Eyer from Elizabethtown played
his trumpet and sang for us. This was to
be an outdoor service but due to unpleasant
weather was held indoors. Bro. Paul A. Martin, Jr., spoke to us then on the "Seven
Wonders of the Word."
During the Camp Meeting at Roxbury in
August we enjoyed doing our bit of service
in the dining room. Many hands made the
work lighter.
Mrs. M. S. S.
Franklin Corners Church, Morrison, III.
On Thursday evening Aug. 7th missionaries, Doctor Charles Eshelman, Rev. and
Mrs. Glenn Frey from Africa, along with the
African students who are attending school
at Messiah College, Grantham, Pa., gave
talks and showed pictures of the work, in
Africa.
Sunday, Aug. 10, David Alleman was received into church fellowship.
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Aug. 11 Rev. Hershey Gramm from Detroit, Kansas gave the morning message.
Sun., Aug. 24, dedication service for
Lanatte Cober, Mark Alleman and Lucille
Gramm.
Aug. 31, Bishop Carl J. Ulery was with
us from Springfield, Ohio and brought the
morning message.
Mrs. F. A. C.
Air Hill Congregation, Pa.
May 11—This was our Cradle Roll Sunday and our pastor conducted a dedication
service and 11 babies were dedicated to the
Lord.
May 21-22—Love feast, another great
time of spiritual refreshing. We were happy
to have Bro. Edward Wenger from
Mechanicsburg with us as our guest speaker.
June 16-27—Bible School—Our enrollment this year reached 300 and the money
received from children's offerings amounted
to $200 which went to help pay Harriet
Sider's way to school, daughter of Bro. and
Sr. Lewis Sider. We also had a towel and
wash cloth night. We received 80 bath
towels, 30 hand towels, and 176 wash cloths
which we sent to the Navajo Mission, New
Mexico.
June 22, following the dismissal of our
morning worship service, three girls were
baptized at the Harry Myers farm pond.
July 12, we were happy to have the Conner family and a few others from the Adneys Gap congregation with us to give us
the evening's program.
July 13, Vesper Service on Lawn across
from church. Isaiah Harley was our guest
speaker.

July 27, Hymn Sing. Bob Neff and a
quartette from Lancaster Co. Youth for
Christ were with us and we had several
other outside singing groups give special
numbers.
Mt. Rock, Shippensburg Pa.
The summer season has been highlighted
by activities, some presented by guests,
and some as carried on by our staff of
workers.
A missionary program was given by Rev.
and Mrs. Glenn Frey.
The Mechanicsburg Ladies Quartet came
and gave a program for the Christ's Crusaders.
Our annual Bible School was conducted
May 26 to June 6 with an enrollment of
224. The offerings amounted to $111.33.
$65.00 was sent to the Navajo Mission for
Hospital equipment and the balance was
kept for Bible School equipment. Our pastor Avery Musser had charge of Decision
Night.
The Sunday School Picnic at Scotland
Memorial Park was a time of recreation
and enjoyment.
Messiah Children's Home presented the
Christ's Crusaders program. Rev. B. E.
Thuma brought us the evening message.
On July 25 a farewell supper and program was given for our pastor, Avery Musser and wife, at Scotland Memorial Park.
The congregation presented a gift of $117.
He gave his farewell message July 27.
His remarks were taken from II Corinthians 13:11.
Aug. 13 our new pastor, Paul Wolgemuth
was installed by Charlie B. Byers, Bishop
of the Allegheny Conference.

Testimony Series Featured at Hollowel! Church
Hollowell, Pennsylvania
During the month of June, each Sunday
evening, testimonies were given by guest
laymen.
June 1, E. R. Wink from Waynesboro
gave his testimony entitled "The Lord Set
Me Free."
June 8, Children's Day, the young folk
presented a program during the morning
Worship Service. In the evening service we were privileged to have Bob Walters,
who was featured in Power magazine as
"the announcer who ate his words"—and
who tells how he turned from the priesthood to the pulpit, from agnostic to faith
in Christ, to give his testimony to us.
June 15-18, we had an Evangelistic Crusade with George Sweeting, the well known
chalk artist and evangelist. Each evening
was featured with special music and a
beautiful drawing by Rev. Sweeting. Average attendance was 295. We thank God
for some twenty persons who came forward for salvation or seeking heart cleansing.
July 23-28, Vacation Bible School. Our
attendance averaged 343 nightly. Also
some twenty decisions for Christ were recorded according to the pastor, Rev. Ray
Brubaker.
This year's theme—"Sailing With Christ,"
found many interesting discussions which
centered around ships and seas, anchors,
and allied nautical paraphernalia. Handicraft items made included leather belts and
sailor hats for primaries, pictures of Christ

framed by popsicle sticks were made by
juniors, and ships-in-a-bottle made by the
young people.
Bible Stories in the various departments
were likewise related to the sea. In the
primary department stories of Baby Moses
afloat in a boat, Noah and his big ship, and
Jonah's strange sailing experience, all were
related to fascinated listeners. Juniors set
sail on the Sea of Life with Christ as pilot.
Their study included lighthouses as related
to a Christian's testimony, life boats which
speak of witnessing to the lost, a compass
which speaks of the Bible, and the wireless
as portraying prayer. The Adult Class featured interesting lessons centered on Christ
as the Christian's pilot. When embarked
upon His vessel He leads us safely to our
destination, Heaven. The Young People's
Department was most interesting with studies related to "ships" such as WorSHIP,
FriendSHIP, LordSHIP, etc.
The Bible School proved to be a thrilling
adventure. Tire innertubes, representing
life preservers, were filled by the various
departments with items for India and included soap, toys, notions, clothing, etc. All
offerings from the various departments
went to missions in India and totalled $375.
Attendance the last night of the school
reached 359 as many friends in the community came to share in the Bible Study
aboard the Hollowell DVBS Gospel Ship.
Nearly all seemed disappointed that the
week's adventure ended so soon, and all
were ready to await setting sail again in
1959.
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June 29, we thank the Lord for the five
persons who were baptized following the
Worship Service.
August 3, we were privileged to have the
E. H. Eberle family from St. Petersburg,
Florida minister to us.
August 24, Bro. Sam Wolgemuth brought
the morning message. We were glad to
have the Wolgemuth family with us once
again.
We also heard a testimony from a man
who was traveling with the Fair in Hagerstown. He told how he was once a Christian but went back on God. He came back
to the Lord after hearing the Gospel presented by the Union Mission of Hagerstown. Our pastor and wife worked with
the Mission at the Fair. We trust that this
has been a means of winning many more to
Christ.
The Crusaders report that they had a
wonderful time at their Youth Retreat at
the Roxbury Camp Grounds. They enjoyed
hiking, picnicking, a treasure hunt, and
various other activities. Rev. Glenn Ginder
was their guest speaker.
D. H.
Upland, California
Congratulations and God's blessing to
Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Eckman who celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary on July
27. It was also a happy family reunion:
Mrs. Ida Davis of Ohio, Mr. Chester Eckman of Upland, and Mrs. Ruth Dohner and
family from Iowa.
Bishop Alvin Burkholder and Royce
Saltzman shared in both the Midwest Regional Campmeeting and Roxbury Camp.
They returned with their cups overflowing.
Mr. Saltzman shared the rich experiences
with us in a Sunday service.
Our broadcast "Gems of Grace" is off the
air. We do miss it.
What a treat for Pastor and Mrs. Dourte,
Ray and Esther to relax at Lake Arrowhead, enjoying the comforts of the Bert
trailer! Little Faithe was "Grandma"
Eshleman's girl. The Dourte's set a good
example by coming down to the prayermeeting.
Wednesday evenings have been rich as
we studied the Tabernacle. Is it not wonderful to be under Grace—direct to Christ?
We enjoyed messages from the following: Rev. H. H. Brubaker, bishop emeritus
from Africa, Rev. Ernest Dohner and
Rev. Henry Landis of Iowa.
Dr. Chas. Eshelman, Glenn and Beth Frey
with our first two African brethren,
Jonathan Muleya and Enos Sibanda shared
one very busy week with us. The retired
missionaries with their families met them
the first evening at a picnic in the Upland
park. Wonderful to meet your African sons
in Christ! Friday eve. at the park was the
Mission Fellowship at a pot luck picnic.
One hundred and seventy-five enjoyed the
fellowship of our team. Sunday was climaxed by a challenging service in which
all participated. It will long be remembered.
Welcome home, Harriet Trautwein. We
enjoyed your messages during your very
busy weeks—Brother Paul's wedding and
preparing for another school year in
Mexico.
Edna Switzer's church school talk was
short, concise, and carried an impressive
message.
John Brubaker and Reuben Wingerd
went to the Navajo Mission over July 4
holidays to rebuild the power plant. Harvey
Lenhert, Elmer France, John Wiles and
Richard Asper spent several days brightening the buildings with their paint brushes.
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The congregation, during the summer
months, enjoyed the pre-sermon features in
the 6:30-8:00 p.m. Sunday evening service
—the challenging timely features by the
Crusaders under Mr. and Mrs. Levi Nissly,
the instrumental quartet as well as the
sing time.
Children's Camp was held August 7-9 at
Camp Throne. The Church School Annual
Picnic at Upland Park August 22. President
Martin gave us a preview of Upland College
Registration on August 31.
Anna M. Eyster
LOVE FEASTS
Ontario

Sherkston
Houghton Centre
Toronto
Oak Ridges

Oct. 4-5
Oct. 11-12
Oct. 18 (7 p.m)-19
Oct. 25-26

BIRTH!

MILLER—Mr. and Mrs. Randall Miller (nee
Edna Payne) Harrisburg, Pa. are happy to
announce the birth of a son, Steven Craig, on
May 11; a new member of the Cradle Roll at
Messiah Lighthouse Chapel.
HANCOCK—Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Hancock,
Shippensburg, Pa. announce the birth of a
daughter, Sherry Lou, July 18, 1958.
HOOVER—Rev. and Mrs. Herbert Hoover of
Salem, Oregon are the happy parents of Anna
Grace born June 9, 1958.
WICK—A daughter, Rebecca Lynn, came to
bless' the home of Bro. and Sr. Melvin Wick
on Aug. 4, 1958, members of the Dayton Congregation.
McMANW—A son, Michael William, was
born to Bro. and Sr. William McMann on July
25, 1958, members of the Dayton congregation.
PBITZ—A daughter, Kathy Lynn, was welcomed to the home of Hubert and Marilyn
Fretz on May 22, 1958.
WIHPIELD—Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Winfield, Fort Erie, Ont., announce the birth of
their daughter, Cheryle Ann Marie, on June
15, 1958.
STTTTZMAN—A son, Curtis Dwayne, was
born September 1, 1958 to Mr. and Mrs.
Dwayne Stutzman (Norma Minter) of the
Grantham Congregation.
HOSTETLEB—George and Joyce (Heisey)
Hostetler welcomed Karl Lynn, their first
jewel, on July 2; another member for the Upland, California cradle roll.

MARRIAGES

SMITH-DEESTINS—Miss Edna Derstine,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Derstine, and
Marvin Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. Matthew
Smith, were united in marriage in the
Brethren in Christ Church at Souderton, Pa.,
Saturday, August 2, 1958.
The ceremony was performed by Rev. Ellwood Flewelling.
CBUMB-ffiAEB—Miss Emma Nellie Marr,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Marr, Wainfleet, Ontario, and James J. Crumb, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Crumb, Dunnville, Ontario,
were united in marriage in the Brethren in
Christ cihurch in Wainfleet, Ontario, on Saturday, August 23, 1958. Rev. Edward Gilmore
performed the ceremony, assisted by Rev.
John Sider.
STEKH-KIMBLBE—Miss Martha Lee Kimbler, Ella, Ky., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Kimbler, became the bride of Richard Stern,
son of Fred T, Stern of Rockfall, 111. The
ceremony was by Rev. Marion L. Book on
Saturday afternoon a t the Franklin Corners
parsonage.
TRATrTWEINJYTATTES'ON — Paul Trautwein of Upland, California and Noreen Matteson exchanged nuptial vows in the Palo Verde
Baptist Church of Tucson, Arizona, the father
of the bride, Rev. Matteson officiating on
August 16, 1958.

LOHGt-MlLHE—At Niagara Christian College on August 16, 1958 Elmer John Long son
of Bro. and ,Sr. Murray Long of Caledonia,
Ont., and Carol Louise Milne, daughter of
Bro. and Sr. Clarence Holt of Collingwood,
Ont., were united in marriage by Bishop E. J.
Swalm assisted by Rev. Roy Sider.
We pray God's special blessing upon this
young couple as they give themselves to the
Lord's service in the city of Hamilton, Ont.
DICKEUSOW-BTTPERT—On July 26, 1958
at the home of the bride's parents, Mr.
George Kenneth Dickenson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Dickenson of Singhampton, Ont., and
Beulah Rosemary Rupert, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Rupert of Stayner, Ont., were
united in the bonds of Christian matrimony.
The ceremony was performed by Bishop E.
J. Swal;m.
LAYHE-SOOG&INS — Miss Rubye Scoggins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Scoggins, of near Sparta, Tcnn., became the
bride of Johnny Layne, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Simon Layne of DcRossett, on July 26, 1958.
The ceremony was performed in the DeRossett
Brethren in Christ parsonage by Rev. John
Schock. The father of the bridegroom is the
steward of the Brethren in Christ church.
The couple will reside in DeRossett.

JITUARIES

HO'OVER—Bessie M. Hoover, daughter of
the late Samuel and Margaret Wingert Mitchell, was born near Newburg", Penna. October
2, 1870 and departed from this life Aug. 6,
1958 at her home in Orrstown, Penna., after an
illness of four years, being bedfast for
twenty-six months.
She was married in the year of 1890 to
Amos R. Hoover who preceded her in death
13 years.
She was converted in her early twenties
and was a member of the Air Hill Brethren
in Christ Church.
She with her husband filled the office of
deacon for a number of years.
She was the last of her family.
Services were held Aug. 8 at the Air Hill
Brethren in Christ Church in charge of Bishop
Charlie B. Byers, assisted by Harvey Musser.
Interment in the Air Hill Cemetery.
FETTER—Charles William Fetter, son of
Charles and Aileen Fetter was born June 9,
1951. He passed away August 2, 1958 by accidental death. "Billy," 7 years old, was a
loved pupil of the Primary Department of
Messiah Lighthouse
Sunday School. His
friendly face and shy smile endeared him to
all.
In the home a great loss is felt by his fond
parents, and sisters Judy and Susan. In their
personal sorrow they are drawing comfort and
strength from Jesus Christ, One wiho never
fails.
Other survivors are his paternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Fetter; his
maternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. David
Barnes; and a great-grandmother, Mrs. Cora J.
Deardorf.
Funeral services were conducted August 6,
by Rev. Joel E. Carlson, assisted by Rev. Roy
Wenger, at Shullenberger Funeral Home, Carlisle. Interment was in Kutz's Church Cemetery.

TV/

CC NEWS

INDONESIA—Pioneer MCC Worker in
Timor Evaluates Agricultural Program
Several years ago the church on the little
Indonesian island of Timor appealed to the
Java churches for economic assistance. Cut
off from Dutch subsidy when Indonesia became an independent republic in 1949, the
island's economic conditions soon became
critical. The appeal was handed on, until it
finally came to the attention of MCC and
Church World Service (CWS). The two
agencies responded jointly. CWS agreed to
finance whatever project was undertaken,
whereas MCC would supply personnel.
MCC's decision to co-sponsor the new ven-
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ture was based primarily on its desire to
strengthen the Christian church on Timor
in order that it might be helped in the fulfillment of its mission in a predominantly
Moslem country.
Two years ago Leonard Kingsley and
family, Berne, Indiana, were sent to Timor
to survey the situation. Mr. Kingsley spent
his first few months on the island familiarizing himself with the people and their
needs, in order to ascertain how assistance
could be given most profitably.
Indonesia being so newly independent, he
found a country cautious of outside influence, with a (government that was progressive but feeble, and not ready to cope
with the multiple problems facing it. He
found a people, primitive and uneducated
yet very receptive to training and education, if approached the right way. The
economy of the country, he learned, was so
low that most of the inhabitants live on a
subsistence level.
How could these people be helped best?
Assistance would have to be given in such
a way, that people would learn to help
themselves. The need for education and
devoted trained leadership was all too apparent. Schools, he felt, were the answer,
preferably agricultural schools, to enable
villagers to improve their methods of farming, to produce more food, and slowly but
surely raise their standard of living. He
knew the beginning would be difficult. He
knew also, that this called for long range
planning which could not be deterred by
seeming lack of progress.
Upon his recommendation an agricultural
program was initiated, with rice and cattle
demonstration projects and a school for the
local villagers. Young people, who spoke
both the official Indonesian as well as Timorese language could be reached most easily. Emphasis was placed on better methods
of food production and proper care of livestock. To incorporate their own people into the program, Indonesians with some
training were employed as teachers, under
MCC administration. With the addition of
two Paxmen in the fall of 1957, Edgar
Hoover (Detroit, Kans.) and Albert Hoover
(Troy, Ohio) the project got well underway.
In July of this year the Kingsleys returned to America. When asked to make a
statement about the future of the project,
Mr. Kingsley said: "If we expand our program carefully, as it is accepted and as we
see it fits in, we can provide a lot of help
in Timor. We have made only a beginning."
Selection of Mental Hospital Site at Elkhart
At the Executive Committee meeting in
Chicago on August 12, 1958, H. Clair Amstutz, M.D., chairman of Mennonite Mental
Health Services, presented a plan to consider 18 acres of land on the northeast corner of Hively and Oakland, just outside the
city limits of Elkhart, Indiana as the site
of the East Central area psychiatric hospital. Purchase of an option on the site
was unanimously recommended by the
East Central area board, of which Robert
W. Hartzler is chairman. The Executive
Committee approved the plan and gave
MMHS the green light on taking an
option and on purchase of the proposed
property.
The site is approximately one-half mile
west of the Associated Mennonite Seminaries, and is favorably situated with respect
to the Elkhart General hospital. The area
is zoned as residential and has paved streets
on two sides. Little landscaping is required,
and numerous young but mature oak trees
make the site singularly attractive.
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Cost of the 18 acre tract is $54,000, including sewer, water and gas facilities. On
advice of the architect and experience with
other institutions, it was agreed that an
adquate sewer system, water supply and
landscaping in a more rural area would
be costlier and less functionally suitable.
It is planned that the hospital will have
30 beds with such auxiliary facilities as will
be required by the program plans now being developed by the East Central area
board. The board will also formulate and
outline plans to raise the required funds,
keeping in mind the total program of the
churches.
EUROPE—Pax Statistics
From the July issue of Euro Pax News
we glean the following interesting facts
about the European Pax Program.
—It began in 1951 when 35 young men
came to Europe to serve two years of alternative service in lieu of military service.
—Peak enrollment in 1953 and 1954 totalled 79 men. At the present there are 50.
—From a 100% building program in
1951, the program has developed into a diversified one, with 44% construction, 20%
agricultural assistance, 16% institutions,
10%' refugee work, and 10% office work
constituting the 1958 program.
—Paxmen have assisted in: construction
of 7 settlements, 3 churches, several community centers; rebuilding a protestant
school in Austria; agricultural projects in
two Greek villages.
—Assistance was also rendered in numerous emergency situations, such as the
Holland flood in 1953, and the Hungarian
revolution in 1956.
—A number of Paxmen serve on an individual rather than unit basis. They work
in MCC community centers, children's
homes, etc., or are loaned to other organizations for special assignments.
—To date 370 families have been housed
and a total of 500,000 man-hours put in by
Pax personnel in Europe.

NEWS ITEM!

Lome Park College Gets New President
Dr. C. H. Zahniser, pastor of the Free
Methodist Church at New Brighton, Penna.,
has been appointed president of Lome
Park College, Port Credit, Ontario—a Free
Methodist high school and junior college,
following the resignation of the Rev. J.
Leon Winslow.
Dr. Zahniser began his ministry in the
Oklahoma Conference of the Free Methodist Church, later serving as pastor and
superintendent in the Pittsburgh Conference. He taught for one year at Roberts
Wesleyan College, North Chili, N. Y., and
was area secretary for Africa under the
Commission on Missions, for six years.
Hillis Returns to Orient
Dr. Dick Hillis, his wife Margaret, and
four of their children, returned to the
Orient on August 22. Dr. Hillis returns to
the Orient to personally direct the ministry
of Orient Crusades in the strategic spot of
the world. A great harvest is being gathered in by the Missionaries now on the
fields of the Far East. "The Harvest is
ripe NOW," says Dr. Hillis.
"We return to the Orient this time with
a deep sense of urgency. Will we have a
full term out there? Will the Communists
with their dedicated men and their great
printed page program beat us to the
mark? Will the diabolical doctrines of

Karl Marx capture the minds of men,
women and youth before we can bring
them to the Saviour?"
Legion Pouts as Witnesses'
Publicity Soars
NEW YORK CITY—While record-breaking crowds of Jehovah's Witnesses' were
jamming- Yankee Stadium and the Polo
Grounds during their international convention, lambasting world leaders and roaring approval of a resolution laying the
world's ills to organized Christianity, delegates to another convention—the American
Legion state convention—in another part
of the city heard a speaker protest that
the cult had received more publicity for its
fanaticism than the "patriotic" Legion's
convention.
"It is outrageous," said Edward J. McLaughlin, director of the New York State
Division of Veterans Affairs, "that in this
city an organization which refuses to raise
a hand to protect its country or to salute
the flag is getting more publicity than an
organization that has been scarred for
many years and is dedicated to patriotic
Americanism."
Mrs. James A. Cunningham, president
of the Legion auxiliary of Laurelton,
Queens, said, "The next time the Legion
convenes here, let's make sure the Jehovah's Witnesses are holding their convention at least 3,000 miles away."
Dr. Bob Cook to TEAM Board
Dr. Robert A. Cook has accepted the invitation to serve on the board of directors
of TEAM (The Evangelical Alliance Mission) to complete the unexpired term of the
Reverend Elmer Johnson who found it
necessary to relinquish his duties as vicechairman and to resign because of ill
health.
Lebanese Call Sack Dress Satan's Work
CAIRO—The sack dress has caught on
in Cairo, Lebanon, much to the distress of
Sheikh el Subky who condemns it as a work
of Satan.
In condemning the "new look" the religious leader, a member of the Ulemas
Synod, said that in his opinion the sack
gave women a "wobbly look," allowing the
whole body to shake.
"It emphasizes parts of the body, thus
heightening sex appeal and causing matrimonial crises," he added. "The man who
designed the sack is the devil under the
skin of a fashion designer."
He called for a ban on the sack and
strict censorship on dressmakers and designers.
Boy Reads Through Plastic Eye
ANAHEIM, Calif.—At the request of an
admittedly cynical newsman with the Orange
Daily News, Ronnie Coyne, 14, covered his
good eye with a handkerchief and read a
newspaper through an artificial eye.
"It's all the power of God," Ronnie told
the incredulous reporter.
Ronnie lost his right eye seven years
aigo in an accident with a piece of wire at
his home in Sapulpa, Oklahoma. After his
eye was replaced with an artificial one, he
attended services in the Assembly of God
Church in Sapulpa. Because of a sore
throat Ronnie went forward to have Sister
Daisy Gillock, the evangelist, anoint him.
Sister Gillock noticed the cloudiness of his
artificial eye. Not knowing it was a plastic
eye, she began praying that Ronnie's sight
might be restored.
"All of a sudden I knew I could see!"
Ronnie says. "It's the power of God. I'm
going to be an evangelist, preaching and
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telling my story. The Lord has been good
to me."
Columnist Hits Profanity
of Church Members
CHICAGO (Special)—"What truly puzzles me," declared Columnist Jack Mabley
in his daily column on the second front
page of the Chicago Daily News on August 7, "about the flood of profanity and
blasphemy is that much of it comes from
people who attend churches and temples,
who claim a religion of which the 10 Commandments is an integral part.
"One of the Commandments says thou
shalt not take the name of the Lord thy
God in vain. This is broken several million times a day in Chicago."
Oral Roberts Closes Illinois Crusade
ROCKFORD, 111.—Evangelist Oral Roberts closed his "Million Soul Crusade"
here Aug. 10. The giant revival tent at
11th and Sandy Hollow Streets was packed
each night of the week-long crusade.
Roberts offered personal prayer for as
many as he could of the long lines of the
sick while sponsoring pastors went to each
person, laying their hands on them, and
praying for their healing.
Pastors' Conference attracts record throngs
"The largest gathering of Protestant ministers in the history of Japan." That was
the opening meeting of the 1958 World
Vision Pastors' Conference in Osaka, Japan—first of six being held throughout the
world this summer.
The Osaka Conference not only attracted
record total attendance, but was also marked
by unusually broad denominational cooperation. Thirty denominations and independent church groups were represented.
The World Vision team, lead by Dr. Bob
Pierce, included Dr. Paul S. Rees, the Rev.
Richard C. Halverson, the Rev. Walter
Martin, pianist Kurt Kaiser and soloist
Gary Moore and Asian leaders.
America's oldest and largest Christian
Businessmen's Association, The Gideons International, held its 59th Annual Convention at the Kentucky Hotel in Louisville,
July 22 to 27.
The meeting marked the Association's
50th year in the field of Scripture distribution. During the past year The Gideon
Association was headed by Mr. P. J. Zondervan under whose leadership its members
placed more than 600,000 Bibles in hotel and
motel rooms in the United States and
Canada alone. The Bible placement activity set an all-time record, nearly doubling any previous year's total. The Bibles
were placed entirely without cost to the
hotels and motels, the funds being made
available primarily from offerings by interested church congregations and gifts by
the Gideons themselves.
Church of the Brethren Celebrates 250th
Binthday
KASSEL, Germany — Special six-day
ceremonies here marked the 250th anniversary of the Church of the Brethren. More
than 400 German Brethren were joined by
other members of the Church from the
United States, India, Nigeria and Ecuador
in the observances. Highlight of the week
was a re-dedication service on the banks of
the Eder River where the first of the
Brethren was baptized in 1708. (The
Brethren movement was launched by Alexander Mack and a small group who had
withdrawn from the State churches in
Germany and were influenced by the Piestistic movement in the country.)
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The Brethren held a "love feast" and
communion service in the chapel of the
denomination's headquarters here.
Riots Curb Mission's Outreach
NDOLA, Northern Rhodesia—In protest
against the city's raising of house rent here,
serious rioting has broken out which has
hampered the work of missionaries connected with the Africa General Mission.
An African Christian businessman who had
been appointed by the city to the Housing
Committee lost much property. The tea
room which he owned was burned and completely destroyed. His home was entered
and his wife beaten; bedding, clothes, furniture and a car were destroyed. Because
of the necessary association of the missionary with the African, the work of spreading the gospel has been stopped temporarily.
College Mechanizes Registration Procedure
The registration of some 1800 students
at Wheaton College (111.) will be made easy
this fall by recently-installed IBM electronic equipment. Wheaton is the first Liberal
Arts college in Illinois to go completely
over to the IBM procedure for the registration process as well as for the entire business operation of the college.
For some years the Wheaton Alumni association has been using IBM cards for the
preparation of the Alumni directory; and
after a period of several years of study and
research, the College now has one of the
most up-to-date IBM installations in the
state of Illinois.
Baptismal Waters Claim Life of Youth
EAST LIVERPOOL, Ohio—The rapid
current of rain-swollen Beaver Creek here
swept away Cline Cogar, 21, just as his
uncle, a pastor, immersed him for baptism
on August 17.
Cogar, of Grantsville, West Virginia, was
one of 40 persons assembled for baptism
into the Lord Jesus Christ Church by the
Rev. Gallard McCartney of Akron, Ohio.
McCartney explained to Columbiana
County's Chief Deputy Sheriff James Miller
that he lost his grip on his nephew just as
Cogar was immersed. The victim, who
could not swim was swept downstream
several yards before he disappeared beneath the surface.
The pastor went into shock as other
members of the sect looked on horrified.
The drowning occurred at a spot known to
the church members as "The Lord's swimming hole." Sheriff Miller said baptisms
were held there regularly nearly every
week.
Canon Green is Gloomy About Church's
Future
Canon
Bryan
Green,
world-famous
Church of England evangelist, has predicted that the next forty to fifty years will
be a period of "almost unrelieved blackness" for the Christian church. He told a
hundred ministers at Sydney, Australia, he
is convinced we are going to move into a
dark age for civilization. "The only real
light for Christians," said Canon Green, "is
faith in the second coming of Christ."
Communism, scientific humanism and the
increased missionary zeal of other religions
are forces combining to lessen the influence
of Christianity, he said. "Atheists have
made hay of Christians on television sessions in England," he added, "in front of
millions of viewers." He charged that
Christianity has failed to reach the masses.
He urged Australian clergymen to modernize their preaching and be "properly

trained" to use the "great boon" of television.
Billy Graham Points Methodists to 'Signs
of The Times'
LAKE JUNALUSKA, North C a r o l i n a Evangelist Billy Graham, speaking to 3,000
persons attending a Methodist assembly
here, warned that if the Church does not
meet its responsibilities in this generation
it may go into an eclipse. This is so, said
Graham, because "the communists have become the greatest missionaries and evangelists in history, having reached the whole
world in forty years.
"In every country I have visited, I have
found the communists hard at work," he
said. "They are on fire, and the church
needs to catch fire too." The evangelist
called upon the church to "speak out in this
time of emergency. We have neglected to
prepare people to met God," he charged,
"and our time may be very short."
Christian Athletes Attend Spiritual Meet in
Rockies
ESTES PARK, Colo. — Several hundred
top-ranking athletes attending the third
annual Fellowship of Christian Athletes
here were urged to "transfer the discipline
and sacrifice learned on the athletic field"
to their daily living. This advice was offered
by Frank Broyles, head football coach at
the University of Arkansas. He told the
sportsmen that "what you have is God's
gift to you—but what you are is your gift
to God."
Virginia Ministers Oppose Governor on
Segregation Issue
FALLS CHURCH, Va.—A group of 43
Protestant ministers and five Roman Catholic priests, representing all of the major
churches of Falls Church and suburban
Fairfax County, issued a public statement
that "enforced segregation in our schools
on the basis of race is contrary to the will
of God." The clergymen declared their unequivocal opposition to any attempt to
evade the Supreme Court decision ordering
integration in the schools "including use
of church facilities as a substitute for the
public school system." The governor, however, said he would close public schools
rather than mix the races.
Lutheran Church Ends Services in
Brewery
SUPULVEDA, Calif.—After meeting for
nearly two years in the Budweiser taproom
and the cafeteria owned by the AnheuserBusch Brewery of Los Angeles, the congregation of the Prince of Peace Lutheran
Church is ready to move into its new building at 9440 Balboa Blvd. in this Los Angeles
suburb.
In his sermon August 31, the pastor,
Rev. Donald P. Schneider, said, "This morning we close a chapter on the history of
our mission congregation. We have worshipped here in the Anheuser-Busch cafeteria and through this experience we have
formed many new friends and God has
given to us many new joys and blessings."
Little Rock Ministers Back Integration
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.—In denunciation of
a charge made by Harvard Psychologist Dr.
Thomas F. Pettigrew that Protestant
preachers in Little Rock had failed to show
ministerial courage during their city's racial crisis, religious leaders of this strifetorn city have snapped back with sharp
rebuke.
Pettigrew's charge was made at the annual meeting of the American Psychological
Association in Washington, D. C, where he
said that most Little Rock Protestant min-
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i s t e r s p r i v a t e l y favor racial i n t e g r a t i o n b u t
h a v e remained publicly silent.
I n s u p p o r t of t h e m i n i s t e r s , R e p . Brooks
H a y s (D. A r k . ) , president of t h e S o u t h e r n
B a p t i s t Convention, said, " I believe t h a t
our m i n i s t e r s h a v e followed w h a t P a u l enjoined t h e e a r l y C h r i s t i a n s to d o : t e a c h
t r u t h a n d love."
D r . Dale Cowling, p r e s i d e n t of t h e L i t t l e
Rock Ministerial Alliance—an o r g a n i z a t i o n
r e p r e s e n t i n g both N e g r o a n d w h i t e p a s t o r s ,
said, " T h e m i n i s t e r s in t h e m a i n churches
exhibited a s t r o n g kind of c o u r a g e d u r i n g
t h e crisis."
Missile E x p e r t A u t h o r s Convention T r a c t
G. Tom Willey, vice p r e s i d e n t of T h e
M a r t i n Company, Cocoa, F l o r i d a , a n d secr e t a r y of C h r i s t i a n Business Men's Comm i t t e e I n t e r n a t i o n a l , is a u t h o r of t h e a n n u a l convention t r a c t being p r e p a r e d f o r
C B M C P s m e e t i n g in Philadelphia, October
15-19.
Titled " T h e L a s t Count Down," t h e t r a c t
describes w h a t t a k e s place a t a typical m i s sile firing. I t is being published by t h e
A m e r i c a n T r a c t Society.
" S o m e have said t h a t t h e satellite proves
t h e r e is no God," Willey w r i t e s . "To m e it
p r o v e s t h e exact opposite. T h e only r e a son t h a t we c a n orbit is because God h a s
set u p some rules a n d r e g u l a t i o n s and l a w s .

Missions Abroad
India
General Superintendent: P. O. Saharsa, N.E.
Railway. District Saharsa, Bihar, India.
Rev. William R. Hoke
Saharsa Mission: P. O. Saharsa, N.E. Railway,
District Saharsa, Bihar, India. Rev. and
Mrs. William Hoke, Misses Esther G. Book,
Leora Yoder, Rev. and Mrs. Allen S. Buckwaiter
Barjora Mission: P.O. Barjora via Murliganj
N.E. Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India.
Miss Beulah Arnold, Rev. and Mrs. Arthur
Pye, Miss Ruth E. Book
Madhipura Mission: P. O. Madhipura. N.E.
Railway, District Saharsa, Bihar, India.. Dr.
and Mrs. George E. Paulus, Erma Z. Hare
Banmankhi Mission: P. O. Banmankhi N.E.
Railway, District Purnea, Bihar, India. Rev.
and Mrs. Charles E. Engle
Purnea Mission: P. O. Purnea, N.E. Railway,
District Purnea, Bihar, India, in charge of
Rev. Charles E. Engle
TXlubaria Mission: P. O. Ulubaria, District
Howrah, West Bengal, India. Rev. and Mrs.
A.D.M. Dick
Rev. and Mrs. Joe B. Smith, "Anand Bhawan,'' 5/3 Roop Nagar, Delhi, India
Africa
General Superintendent's Residence, P. O. Box
711, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia.
Rev. and Mrs. David E. Climenhaga
Miss Velma R. Brillinger
Miss Pauline E. Frey
Mr. Donald Potteiger, Mr. Walter Heisey
SOUTHERN RHODESIA
Matopo Mission, Private Bag 191 T, Bulawayo,
Southern Rhodesia.
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Alvin Book, Rev. and Mrs.
H. Prank Kipe, Miss Mary C. Engle, Miss
Rhoda G. Lenhert, Miss Elva Lyons, Miss
Florence R. Hensel, Miss Ruth T. Hunt,
Miss Dorothy Martin
Matopo Outstations: Private Bag 201T, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, Africa. Rev. and Mrs.
J. Robert Lehman
Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag 102 M, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia.
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. George E. Bundy, Miss Mildred E. Myers, Miss Miriam L. Heise, Miss
Nancy J. Kreider, Miss Eva Mae Melh,orn,
Miss Anna Graybill
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Frederic L. Holland
Mtshabezi Mission Hospital, Private Bag1 10X
M. Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia.
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The s a m e force t h a t keeps t h e s t a r s going
keeps t h e satellite going when it is s e t in
its right orbit."
N e w York Church To H o s t Alliance
Missionary Convention
N E W Y O R K C I T Y — T h e 75th A n n u a l
Bible and Missionary Convention of t h e
Gospel T a b e r n a c l e here, u n d e r t h e direction
of i t s P a s t o r , Rev. P a r i s W. Reidhead, will
b r i n g t o g e t h e r nationally-known s p e a k e r s
for a n e i g h t - d a y p r o g r a m . Sessions will begin S u n d a y , October 5 a n d end t h e 12th.
T h e convention will f e a t u r e Dr. Oswald
J. Smith, p a s t o r of t h e People's Church in
Toronto, C a n a d a a n d Dr. A. W. Tozer, edit o r of T h e Alliance W i t n e s s , official o r g a n
of t h e C h r i s t i a n a n d Missionary Alliance.
O t h e r p r o m i n e n t s p e a k e r s p a r t i c i p a t i n g in
t h e convention will be E u g e n i a Price of
Price-Riley Associates of Chicago, a n d Dr.
Clyde W. Taylor, s e c r e t a r y of affairs of the
N a t i o n a l Association of E v a n g e l i c a l s .
Oral R o b e r t s Opens C a m p a i g n in Colorado
P U E B L O , Colo.—A crowd t h a t citizens
called t h e city's l a r g e s t religious g a t h e r i n g
welcomed E v a n g e l i s t Oral R o b e r t s h e r e
A u g u s t 30 for his first service of a nined a y series in t h e world's l a r g e s t gospel
tent.
The combined healing-evangelistic

Dr. R. Virginia Kauffman, Miss Norma Brubaker, Miss Mary E. Heisey
Wanezi Mission, Private Bag' 129 S, Bulawayo
Southern Rhodesia.
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Elwood Hershey, Miss Anna
R. Wolgemuth, Miss Gladys I. Lehman, Miss
Martha Long
Bible School Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Jesse F. Lady, Miss Mabel
Frey
Outstation Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Donald Zook
NORTHERN RHODESIA
Madia Mission, Private Bag, Choma, Northern
Rhodesia.
Mission Staff:
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Musser, Miss Ruth
Hock, Miss Fannie Longenecker, Miss Lois
P. Davidson, Miss Edith E. Miller, Mr. and
Mrs. David Brubaker, Miss Dorothy Jean
Gish
Hospital Staff:
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Engle, Miss Martha
L. Lady, Miss Edna E. Lehman
Sikalongo Mission, P. O. Box 131, Choma,
Northern Rhodesia.
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis B. Sider, Miss Kathryn
Hossler
Nahumba Mission, p . O. Box 173, Choma,
Northern Rhodesia,
Rev. and Mrs. A. Graybill Brubaker
Kafue Training Institute, P. O. Kafue, N.
Rhodesia, Africa, Miss Anna Kettering
Japan
11 Hijiwara, Hagi City, Yamaguchi, J a p a n :
Rev. and Mrs. Peter A. Willms, Mr. and
Mrs. Doyle Book
122 Yamamoto-dori, 4 Chome, Ikuta-Ku, Kobe,
J a p a n : Rev. and Mrs. John Graybill
Cuba
Cuatro Caminos, Habana Province, Cuba; Mr
and Mrs. Howard Wolgemuth, Rev. and Mrs.
John Pawelski
Missionaries on F u r l o u g h
Dr. and Mrs. Alvan E. Thuma, New Madison,
Ohio
Rev. and Mrs. Glenn C. Frey, Route 2, Conestoga, Penna.
Miss Edna M. Switzer, Route 2, Thomas,
Oklahoma
Bishop and Mrs. A. M. Climenhaga, Grantham, Pa.
Rev. and Mrs. I. M. Stern, c/o Aaron Stern.
Mill Hall. Pa.
Miss Mary Jane Shoalts, c/o Roy Shoalts,
R. 1, Wellandport, Ontario, Canada
Miss Mary E. Stoner, Box 46, R. 2, Mifflintown, Pa.

m e e t i n g s a r e b e i n g held a t t h e S t a t e F a i r g r o u n d s in Pueblo.
A p p r o x i m a t e l y 400 persons c a m e out of
t h e audience a n d received t h e evangelist's
counsel and p r a y e r in response to his sermon " T h e M a s t e r K e y To H e a l i n g . "
" I h a v e no p o w e r to h e a l , " R o b e r t s s t a t e d .
" I h a v e no m a g i c . I have only t h e old m e s s a g e of t h e gospel of J e s u s Christ. If you
a r e healed, it is God who heals y o u . "
Singer Bows Before Pope for Blessing
V A T I C A N CITY — TV s i n g e r P e r r y
Como, accompanied by his wife a n d t h r e e
children, w a s received in special audience
by Pope P i u s w h o t a l k e d to his visitors
in E n g l i s h for t e n m i n u t e s . T h e Pontiff
placed his h a n d s on Mr. Como's head a n d
i m p a r t e d a blessing to t h e family.
Women Preachers Approved
for G e r m a n Churches
S P E Y E R , W e s t G e r m a n y — T h e synods
of t h r e e t e r r i t o r i a l Evangelical Churches
in G e r m a n y h a v e approved t h e ordination
of w o m e n to t h e m i n i s t r y to relieve a n
acute clergy s h o r t a g e . W o m e n ordained
and appointed t o serve a p a r i s h will h a v e
t h e t i t l e of " P a s t o r e s s . " Only u n m a r r i e d
women m a y qualify for t h i s m i n i s t r y .
S e n a t o r Says A m e r i c a
N e e d s to R e t u r n to God
S e n a t o r H. A l e x a n d e r S m i t h of N e w
J e r s e y injected a s p i r i t u a l n o t e in a d a y ' s
business recently on t h e floor of t h e U. S.
S e n a t e . H e told his colleagues, "Only a
r e t u r n to God can r e s t o r e A m e r i c a ' s m o r a l
l e a d e r s h i p " in t h e s e troubled t i m e s . H e
said t h e " d i s t r e s s i n g world p r o b l e m s of t o d a y r e m i n d me t h a t t h r o u g h o u t our hist o r y , in t i m e s of n a t i o n a l crises, America
h a s affirmed t h r o u g h its l e a d e r s t h a t 'God
g o v e r n s in t h e affairs of men.' "
In quoting these w o r d s of Benjamin
F r a n k l i n , S e n a t o r Smith s t r e s s e d t h a t t h e
s p i r i t u a l h e r i t a g e of t h e founding f a t h e r s
" s p r i n g s from t h e Declaration of Independence and i t s s t a t e m e n t of basic m o r a l
and religious principles, which a r e rooted
in t h e J u d a e o - C h r i s t i a n t r a d i t i o n of h u m a n
d i g n i t y a n d equality u n d e r God." This bei n g our s p i r i t u a l h e r i t a g e , t h e S e n a t o r
asked, " H o w c a n we find t h e right a n s w e r
unless we t u r n to God to illuminate our
understanding ? "
W h e a t o n P r e x y Invited to Speak
CHICAGO ( S p e c i a l ) — D r . V. R a y m o n d
E d m a n , p r e s i d e n t of W h e a t o n College,
spoke A u g u s t 3 a t t h e 49th a n n u a l pilg r i m a g e to t h e Old R o c k i n g h a m (Vt.)
M e e t i n g House. H i s subject w a s " T h e
Shield of A m e r i c a . "
E s t a b l i s h e d in 1753, t h e m e e t i n g house
w a s t h e place of w o r s h i p a t t e n d e d by J o n a t h a n Blanchard, first p r e s i d e n t of W h e a t o n
College. B a n c h a r d w a s b o r n a t n e a r b y
S a x t o n River, Vt.
A r c h i t e c t u r a l e x p e r t s h a v e described t h e
m e e t i n g house as one of t h e N e w E n g l a n d ' s
best e x a m p l e s of colonial building, Dr.
E d m a n said.
F a r m e r s Sell P i g s t o
Build H u g e Cross in O z a r k s
A L T O P A S S , 111.—In order to finish
building a 120-foot, illuminated cross on
Bald Knob Mountain in t h e Illinois O z a r k s
by 1960, 425 S o u t h e r n Illinois f a r m e r s a r e
selling $30,000 w o r t h of p i g s a n d g i v i n g
t h e proceeds to t h e project.
The cross w a s conceived b y r u r a l mail
c a r r i e r W a y m a n Presley, 40, " t o show t h e
world A m e r i c a is united in i t s devotion to
God." I t will be completed a t a cost of
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$200,000. Presley plans to construct
for meditation at the foot of the
parking lots, an amphitheater and a
of gardens and rock walkways.

lhe Living Scriptures^.

Opposing Symbols

Gospel Balloons Sent to Russia
and Satellite Countries
A cablegram from Chamoberpf, Germany, reports the launching of 250,000
portions of the Bible, translated into six
languages which are being carried into
Russia and its satellite countries by hydrogen-gas-filled balloons.
Youth for Christ to Celebrate 15th Year
In commemoration of its 15th year in 1959,
Youth for Christ will hold six major conventions as a part of their year-long "Year
of Miracle" program, YPCI president, Dr.
Ted W. Engstrom announced.
The program will open with the 10th
World Congress for Christian Youth, January 4-10, in Madras, South India, at the
invitation of India Youth for Christ and
the Church of South India. The congress
will attract 1,500 delegates from India and
other nations of the world, including a select 50-man team of youth specialists from
the United States. Meetings will be held at
the Duffton School campus, where Billy
Graham preached two years ago, and will
include instruction in youth evangelism and
the organization of YFC clubs in high
schools.
The climax of the "Year of Miracle"
program will be the American Christian
Youth Convention in Washington, D. C,
December 28-30. Dr. Billy Graham will be
among the featured speakers.
Other YFC activities include a PanAmerican Youth Congress to be held this
year in Mexico City, August 9-30, a threeweek program at Maranatha Bible Conference beginning August 17, and YFCI's 7th
Director's School to be held September 1124 in Kansas City, Kansas.
Governor Grants Pardon to
Condemned Student-Pastor
NASHVILLE—Governor Frank Clement
granted a full pardon to Baptist studentpastor James Glisson who was fined $50
and given a 10-day suspended jail sentence
for contempt of court. Glisson had recently
refused to divulge what he considered private information received from a married
couple prior to a divorce case. The governor declared that any recognized minister, priest, or rabbi should be allowed to
"counsel in confidence without fear of being forced to disclose what has been communicated to him." (Tennessee laws protect confidences between a lawyer and his
client but do not grant the same immunity
to minister. Most other states have the
same ruling.)
GENIUS OUT OF ORBIT
The Beginning and the End
It took society 17 years to create sociopath Douglas Finley Graham; but in his
18th year it rested. It had delivered the
coup de grace that destroyed its creation.
Dead of police bullets fired as he fled in
a stolen car was the youth whose brilliance
should have destined him for a shining and
productive career in whatever field he
chose. But the bullet was only the final
weapon, the period to the sentence imposed
on young Graham by society years before.
Five times there was the chance to restore, this highly intelligent boy, and five
times there was failure. Douglas was in
Camarillo State Hospital in 1951—when he
was 11 years old—again in 1953, and twice
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in 1955. In 1952 he was in Colorado
Psychopathic Hospital at Pueblo. Between
the time he was 11 and 18 he spent more
than five years in mental and penal institutions, and in the brief intervening
periods of freedom he was in constant
trouble with the law. What was wrong?
Psychiatric evaluation by the California
Youth Authority in 1955 suggested he was
"rather seriously ill schizophrenically."
Personality Disorder
"Douglas was not mentally ill," maintains Dr. Louis Nash of Camarillo. "But
when a court commits an individual, we
have to take him. We couldn't help Douglas, although we tried with every method
we knew. He was not mentally ill."
Douglas was sociopathic, a person who
can't get along in or with society, who
never learns by experience, who keeps repeating the same mistakes, getting into the
same difficulties, a person who acts out
his protest reactions, who feels "Everyone
has it in for me." No child is born a sociopath, but the conditions that mold his development exist back to infancy. The majority of the contributing problems, even in
infancy, are environmental.
Juvenile bureau, California Youth Authority and mental hospital records—

Douglas at one time or another was involved with all—show he had the classic
problems of environment. There was divorce, a working mother, transference of
custody several times between mother and
father. Other people, even those with lesser
intelligence, have met these difficulties
and adjusted. Then why not Douglas? Because a sociopath, once created, cannot.
Search for the Answer
The last time at Duel Vocational Institute, Douglas seemed somewhat improved
although some doubt remained as to his
ability ever to adjust, and he was paroled
to his father. More problems arose, and it
was recommended Douglas be allowed to
find his own lodgings. He was, and his father paid the bills; but success in any form,
even those involved in unimportant jobs,
continued to elude Douglas. . . .
What is the answer for people like Douglas ? A job ? Research on the sociopathic
personality? Police bullets?
In one year Douglas committed 13 burglaries, with loot recovered valued in excess of $400.
Included in the loot was a Bible.
Douglas may, himself, have been seeking the answen.
—California Mental Health News
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